Tissue Engineering [1]


Tissue engineering is a field of regenerative medicine [6] that integrates the knowledge of scientists, physicians, and engineers into the construction or reconstruction of human tissue. Practitioners of tissue engineering seek to repair, replace, maintain, and enhance the abilities of a specific tissue or organ by means of living cells. More often than not stem cells [7] are the form of living cells used in this technology. Tissue engineering is one of the disciplines involved in translating knowledge of developmental biology into the clinical setting. One focus that this field has taken is the understanding of tissue and organ development during embryogenesis [8], as this knowledge will open avenues to new applications of this technology.

In 1985, bioengineer Yuan-Cheng Fung introduced the term “tissue engineering” in a proposal to the National Science Foundation (NSF) to fund the Center for the Engineering of Living Tissue at the University of California, San Diego. The proposal was not funded but Fung suggested the topic again at a 1987 panel meeting in Washington, DC, that focused on discussing the future direction of NSF’s “Directorate for Engineering Bioengineering and Research to Aid the Handicapped Program”; the term “tissue engineering” was coined during this meeting. Internal interest at the NSF led to a special panel discussion of tissue engineering later that year. The first official scientific meeting and workshop for this up-and-coming field was held in 1988 at Lake Granlibakken, CA. Subsequent symposia in 1990 and 1992 aided in the integration of this concept into contemporary scientific literature. In 1993 two scientists, Robert Langer and Joseph Vacanti, published a review article in Science that helped spread awareness of the new field and led to support from the NSF. Since then, publications in reference to tissue engineering have increased exponentially from the early 1990s to 2000.

There are two essential components needed to engineer tissue: a group of cells and a mechanical scaffold. The cells provide the necessary cellular components to rebuild tissue while the scaffold acts as a stable platform that can direct the three dimensional organization [9]. The cells have three roles in the development of new tissue: to provide the extracellular matrix, to help with the long-term maintenance of that matrix, and to function as tissue. A key characteristic of using cells in reconstruction is their ability to respond and adapt to internal (biological) and external (environmental) stimuli in vivo [10]. Unlike noncellular material, this ability allows for the persistence of the engineered tissue. Most importantly, the cells must share the same physical characteristics and function as the defunct tissue. In order to do this, cells of the defunct tissue are isolated and cultured, and once the cells reach a certain critical mass, they are ready for implantation [11]. The cells that show the most promise of developing into desired phenotypes are stem cells [7]. Stem cells have the ability to differentiate into various cell lineages, but they vary in potential for differentiation [12], morphology [13], and origin. The human body contains a diverse set of stem cells [7], including mesenchymal, hematopoietic, and neural stem cells [7], which constantly act to renew cells that are damaged or destroyed. In addition to endogenous (from within the host) stem cells [7], there is also much interest in looking into exogenous (from outside the host) pluripotent stem cells [7].

The second component of tissue engineering, the material scaffold, stems from the closely related field of biomaterials. This field studies materials used in the human body, and the mutual effects experienced by the material and the host. In a majority of cases, the material used in this field is nonvolatilie, and does not degrade or harm the host. The primary purpose of the scaffold is to provide mechanical support to the tissue graft and to aid in the three-dimensional framework. Some scaffolds can also influence the cells’ expression of the phenotype as made evident by a case where the chondrocyte (cartilage) phenotype reemerges on an agarose scaffold despite undergoing a dedifferentiation process. This observation has led to the development of more sophisticated scaffolds that not only provide support but can also direct tissue development. Moreover, upon the deposition of the extracellular matrix around the construct, the scaffold becomes obsolete. For this reason, there has been an emergence of biodegradable scaffolds. These allow for the replacement of this nonorganic structure with the organic extracellular matrix produced by the grafted cells. Last, scaffolds also help with suppressing an immune response to allogenic (genetically different from host) cells. This ability helps solve the most prominent issues in cellular graft–tissue rejection. Based on the wide array of its functions, the success of construct implementation is heavily dependent on the proper function of the scaffold.

Tissue engineering has become a prominent component of regenerative medicine [6]. Several skin constructs have been developed and research is being conducted to apply this technology to bone, cartilage, heart, liver, pancreas, and ocular tissue. One discipline that continues to have present and future implications for this field is developmental biology. The discovery of developmental genes [14], especially Hox genes [14], has led to a closer relationship between tissue engineering and developmental biology. Through this relationship, the prospect of regrowing amputated limbs or curing degenerative diseases...
becomes more attainable.
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